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****************************************************************************** 
1. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed up dialogue and story related text from the three  
games featured in Ninja Gaiden Trilogy for the Super Nintendo Entertainment  
System.  

****************************************************************************** 
2. Version History *********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - September 15, 2005 

****************************************************************************** 
3. Ninja Gaiden Script ******************************************************* 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                Prologue                  * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: With whom did father  
     have a duel and lose?..  
     For what reason did he 
     fight and die?  
     Even I don't know for  
     sure.  
     The day after he  
     disappeared, in father's 
     room I found a letter  
     addressed to me.  
     It said, 

     "Ryu, I am on my way to  
      a life or death duel.  
      If it is destiny that I  
      not return, you are to  
      take the Dragon sword  
      of the Hayabusa family  
      and go to America and  
      see the archaeologist,  
      Walter Smith.  



      Ryu, be always brave..." 

Ryu: I will get my revenge!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 1                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Who are they...  
     They seem to be  
     following me...  
     Who's there?  
     Just a girl.  
     Get out of here!  

Mysterious Woman: I will, but first...  

(The woman points a gun at Ryu) 

Ryu: What the .... ?!  

(The scene switches to a cell door) 

Ryu: Ow... where...  
     Where am I?  

Mysterious Woman: I see the anesthetic is  
                  wearing off.  

Ryu: Who are you?!  

Mysterious Woman: Shhh. Don't make so  
                  much noise...  
                  I've got a favor to ask  
                  of you.  
                  Here. Take this and  
                  escape.  

Ryu: What is this ...  
     this statue?  

Mysterious Woman: There's no time to  
                  explain. Hurry.  

Ryu: Hey, wait. Who are you?  
     Didn't you try to kill  
     me?  

Mysterious Woman: Someone's coming.  
                  Be careful.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 2                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: What is this bizarre  
     statue anyway?  
     And who was that woman?  
     As I grew more and more  
     suspicious, I went off  
     to look for that  
     supposed acquaintance  



     of my father's, Mr.  
     Smith.  

*************************** 

Walter Smith: Who is it?  

Ryu: You must be  
     Walter Smith,  
     The names Ryu,  
     Ryu Hayabusa.  

Walter Smith: Who? That sword.... 
              Of course. You must be  
              Ken Hayabusa's son.  

Ryu: In his last letter,  
     my father told me  
     I should see you.  

Walter Smith: Last letter? I see ...  
              So it is already begun.  

Ryu: ... 

Walter Smith: Ken and I were on an  
              expedition to some old  
              Amazon ruins.  
              We found a strange  
              statue and stone tablet.  
              On the tablet, it said..  

Ryu: Wait a minute. You mean  
     to tell that statue ...  

Walter Smith: Yes, precisely.  
              I thought it had been  
              stolen.  
              That demon statue  
              possessed enough evil  
              power to destroy an  
              entire nation.  
              The demon came to this  
              earth and caused many  
              deaths.  
              But then SHINOBI  
              appeared to stop the  
              demon.  
              SHINOBI borrowed the   
              strength of the dragon  
              and countered each of  
              the demon's spells and  
              thus was able to  
              overcome it.   
              Yet, though it was  
              defeated, the demon was  
              not dead.  
              So SHINOBI confined the 
              evil power of the demon   
              in two statues  



              of "LIGHT" and "SHADOW". 
              ...And the body of the  
              demon was confined in a   
              temple.  
              This one must be the  
              "SHADOW" statue.  
              Therefore,... 

(A Ninja dressed in green runs in, steals the statue, and escapes) 

Green Ninja: And now I've got it.  
             Bye, friend!  

Ryu: What the ... ? 

Walter Smith: After him, Ryu!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 3                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: After getting back the  
     demon statue. I felt  
     a strange premonition  
     and hurried back.  
     Dr. Smith!!  

Walter Smith: Ryu... the "LIGHT"  
              demon statue ...  
              was taken...  

Ryu: The "Light" statue?  

Walter Smith: Yes, your father and I  
              ... we each kept one of  
              the statues... just in  
              case.  
              So that the two statues  
              would never become one.  
              The demon's been asleep  
              for 700 years ... and now  
              it's starting to wake up  
              ...whatever we do...  
              we've got to stop it.  
              Got to get it back...  
              there's no choice...  
              you've got to become  
              the Ninja Dragon...  

Ryu: Dr. Smith! Dr. Smith!  
     ...  

Men with guns: Come with us.  

(After Ryu goes with the men)  

Foster: Welcome, Ryu Hayabusa.  
        Sorry if I startled  
        you.  
        We are from the CIA  
        Special Auxiliary unit. 



        My name's Foster.  

Ryu: ...  

Foster: Getting fight to the  
        point...  

Ryu: Wait. I want to know  
     why you killed Smith?  

Foster: We didn't kill him.  
        But we'll fill you in  
        on what we know.  
        In the upper reaches of  
        the Amazon, some  
        ancient ruins were  
        discovered.  
        It seems the temple was  
        built more than 2000  
        years ago.  
        The discover was Dr.  
        Smith, who studied the  
        ruins for some time.  
        But one day, he  
        suddenly sealed off the  
        ruins.  
        And ever since then  
        no one has gone close.  
        Later, however, a man  
        moved in and took over  
        the ruins. His name is  
        Guardia de mieux.  
        He calls himself  
        the Jaquio.  
        According to our  
        records, it seems that  
        the temple is not where  
        gods are worshipped but  
        was built to imprison  
        the body of the demon.  
        Therefore, evil spirits  
        are supposed to be held  
        in the statue you have.  
        Dr. Smith probably  
        already knew that.  
        He was probably killed  
        by someone working for  
        the Jaquio.  

Ryu: ...  

Foster: When a black moon  
        shines, Light and Dark  
        break apart, the King  
        of Darkness howls 
        These were the last  
        words written on the  
        stone tablet.  
        If someone brings the  
        demon back to life, he  



        will gain incredible  
        power...  
        enough to control the  
        entire world.  

Ryu: So you know about that?  

Foster: The woman who shot you  
        in the bar was one of  
        our agents.  
        They are after you.  
        Use this and go to  
        their headquarters,  
        Get the demon statue  
        back from them.  
        Of course, you will be  
        paid for the work.  

Ryu: If I say no?  

Foster: You know the answer to  
        that.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 4                * 
******************************************** 
The Jaquio: You have come a long  
            way to bring me the  
            demon statue. 
            Now give it to me.  

Ryu: No!  

The Jaquio: Do you know what you're  
            saying. 

Ryu: What?!  

(A man appears holding a knife to the he met earlier)  

Woman: Ryu!  

Ryu: You... you coward.  

Woman: No, don't give it to  
       him.  

The Jaquio: Now, put down the demon  
            statue on the floor, 
            and back up. 
            Nice work. I guess  
            this is goodbye.  
            Have a nice day.  

(A trap door opens beneath Ryu and he falls through) 

Woman: Ah...  

The Jaquio: Take the girl away.  
            She is going to be a  



            sacrifice.  
            Ha, ha, ha...  
            it's mine.  
            Tonight is the night   
            of rebirth which comes  
            only once every 700  
            years.  
            This world will  
            soon be mine.  
            Ha, ha, ha...  
            Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha....  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 5                * 
******************************************** 
Malth: I am Malth. 
       You will never get past  
       me.  

Ryu: Then I must defeat you!  

Malth: You are as bold as your  
       father. But he is a  
       much better swordsman.  

Ryu: You know my father?  

Malth: Come and fight, young  
       Hayabusa!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 6                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: You killed my father.  

Malth: Killed? It is true  
       that we fought.  
       But your father is  
       alive.  

Ryu: Liar!  

Malth: No, it is not a lie.  
       If you proceed further,  
       you will see him.  
       But it will be the last  
       thing you see.  

Ryu: ...  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 7            * 
******************************************** 
???: Ryu, you deserve praise  
     for making it this far..  

Ryu: Where are you,  
     show yourself!  

???: ...but even you cannot  



     defeat "the masked  
     devil"  

Ryu: No one can beat me.  

???: Even... your father?  

Ryu: What?!  

???: Your father was not  
     killed, he has been  
     turned into "the masked  
     devil."  

Ryu: No!  

???: It will be  
     entertaining to watch  
     father and son fight to  
     the death.  

Ryu: Wake up, Father! 
     No use. He thinks only  
     of killing you.  
     So this is the hell  
     that Malth was talking  
     about.  
     What shall I do?  
     I've got to think  
     clearly.  
     Father's eyes... they  
     show he is controlled  
     like a puppet.  
     If I break the control...  
     But what it  
     controlling him?  
     That's it!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 8            * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Father!  

Ryu's Father: ... Where am I...?  
              Ryu... Are you Ryu?  

Ryu: Yes, Father.  

The Jaquio: Damn. He's awake.  

Ryu: The Jaquio!  

The Jaquio: You both will die!  

(He fires some kind of energy at Ryu)  

Ryu's Father: Watch out!  
              Ugh...!!!! 

(He jumps in front of Ryu and is hit with the energy) 



Ryu: Father...  

Ryu's Father: Ryu...you've got to 
              ...get them for me.  

Ryu: Father!  
     Your day has come,  
     Jacquio!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 9            * 
******************************************** 
Woman: Ryu! 
       Thank God your safe!  

Ryu: Let's go, father.  
     Let's get out of this  
     temple.  

Ryu's Father: Ryu, wait. Before we  
              do, the demon statues...  
              we've got to throw them  
              from the temple  
              while we've still got  
              time. Before the "black  
              moon" shines.  

Woman: Ryu, what's that?  

Ryu: Is it a lunar eclipse?!  
     That must be it.  
     That's what the "black  
     moon" meant....  
     Oh, no!  
     The demon statue!  

******************************************** 
*                 Ending                   * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Wake up father, wake up.  

Ryu's Father: Ryu... I haven't got  
              much longer...This  
              temple is about to  
              breake apart.  
              Take that woman and  
              escape.  

Ryu: What are you saying,  
     father.  
     I can't just leave you!  

Ryu's Father: Ryu, you are a man now.  
              My destiny is tied to  
              the demon statue.  
              Ryu, good luck...  

Ryu: Father, father...!!!  
     Father!!!  



(The temple collapses after Ryu and the woman escape) 

Woman: Ryu...  
       This is Sea Swallow...  

(She is using a communication device) 

Foster: This is Foster.  
        We detected the  
        explosion from the  
        satellite.  
        Job well done. You are  
        to kill Ryu Hayabusa.  

Woman: What? Kill Ryu?  

Foster: That's right.  
        Then you are to steal  
        the demon statues.  

Ryu: So this was your plan  
     all along ...  
     I'll get you for this,  
     Foster!  

Foster: Ryu, you...  

Ryu: I get two kinds of  
     payment.  
     The first I have  
     already received.  
     The second... is you,  
     Foster!  

Woman: Ryu... wait... 
       Ryu, what is the  
       payment you have  
       already received?  

Ryu: She's right in front   
     of me.  

(Ryu and the woman kiss)  

Ryu: I don't even know you  
     name.  

Irene: Irene, Irene Lew.  

Ryu: Well, Irene.  
     Look, the sun is rising.  
     Everything is so bright  
     now. 
     the darkness is  
     finally over.  

****************************************************************************** 
4. Ninja Gaiden 2 Script ***************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 



******************************************** 
*                Prologue                  * 
******************************************** 
Man: Jaquio has been defeated.  

Ashtar: Just as I thought. 
        What about the Ninja? 

Man: He knows nothing yet. 

Ashtar: Good.Continue the plan.  

Man: What shall we do about  
     the Ninja Dragon,sire?  

Ashtar: Nothing.  
        No further need for him.  
        Atleast,not for now.  
        Follow the plan exactly.  
        Now,go. 

Man: Yer,sire. 

Ashtar: ...  
        The time shall come...  
        When the Gate of Darkness  
        is cast open...  
        All men shall kneel  
        before me...  
        All shall hail me,Ashtar, 
        as their new master!  
        HA,HA,HA,HA....  

One year after  
the fateful battle  
with JAQUIO...  

A new adventure begins  
for RYU HAYABUSA,  
the Ninja of  
the Dragon Sword.   

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 1                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Who are these thugs? 

Man wearing sunglasses: They told me you were  
                        good.  

Ryu: Who's there?  

Man wearing sunglasses: Go to the Tower of Lahja,  
                        if you want to save  
                        the girl.  

Ryu: You mean...?  

Man wearing sunglasses: Yes... Irene.  
                        No time to lose,Hayabusa  



                        .... Move it out.  
  
Ryu: But who are you?  
     What the...?  

(The man fires a gun and kills some kind of monster behind Ryu)  

Monster: Aaargh....  

Ryu: Who are you?  
     What the...  
     Where'd he go?  

Man wearing sunglasses: C'mon,Hayabusa. You may  
                        be the only one who can  
                        beat them.But there's no  
                        chance unless you hurry.  

Ryu: .... 
     The Tower of Lahja....  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 2                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: You tried to ambush me.  
     Who are you?  

Tribesman: We are tribesmen from  
           the world of Chaos,lead  
           by the Emperor of  
           Darkness,Ashtar....  

Ryu: Ashtar.  

Tribesman: The end of your life  
           draws near,  
           Ninja Dragon.  

Ryu: .... 
     Ashtar... The Emperor of  
     Darkness.  
     I must find Irene before  
     it's too late.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 3                * 
******************************************** 
Irene: Ryu....  

Ryu: Irene,are you all right?  

??????: I see you are still  
        alive,Ninja.  

Ryu: What the....?!  

(Ashtar reveals himself)  

Ryu: ....!?  



Ashtar: Take that!  

(Ashtar fires energy from his sword and hits Ryu with it)  

Ryu: Aaargh!  

Ashtar: Ha,ha,I find it hard to  
        believe... that  
        a weakling like you was  
        able to defeat Jaquio.  

Ryu: You... Ashtar!  
     That sword....  

Ashtar: Some warrior you turned  
        out to be.  
        Die,little Ninja.  

Irene: Noooooooo...!  

(Man wearing sunglasses shoots Ashtar in the back) 

Ashtar: What the...?  
        Who are you?  
        How did you get in here,  
        you sewer rat?  

Man wearing sunglasses: Hand over the Sword and  
                        surrender. This tower is  
                        completely surrounded.  
  
Ashtar: Ha,ha,ha.If you want the  
        Sword,you'll have to  
        follow me... into the  
        Maze of Darkness.  

(Ashtar vanishes)  

Irene: RYU...!  

Ryu: Irene!  
     The sword....  
     What is it?  

Man wearing sunglasses: It's called the Sword of  
                        Chaos,grown out of the  
                        bone of the Demon.  
                        The same way as your  
                        sword is supposed to  
                        come from the fang of  
                        the Dragon.  

Ryu: How can that be?  
     How do you know...?  

Robert: The name's Robert.  
        I'm with Special  
        Intelligence,U.S.Army.  
        We have to stop Ashtar  
        before his sword reaches  



        full strength... at any  
        cost.  

Ryu: Hurry,Ryu.  
     Hit Ashtar in  
     the undergound maze.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 4                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: What is he after?  
     What does he want from  
     me?  

Ashtar: Hear me,Ninja.  

Ryu: ... Ashtar!  

Ashtar: Come out and fight.  
        Or the girl gets it.  

Irene: Don't do it,Ryu.  
       They'll kill you!  

Ashtar: Show yourself.Or are you  
        too much of a coward!  
        Ha,ha,ha,ha,ha....  

Ryu: You fiend.  
     Irene,I'll save you.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 5                * 
******************************************** 
Ashtar: To the one who releases  
        Darkness with  
        the immortal blood,  
        he shall receive  
        the Power of  
        the Almighty Evil.  
        The legend shall  
        come true.  
        This earth shall fall  
        into shadow and  
        the demons of evil shall  
        rule forever.  
        Hm,hm,hm,hm...  
        Ha,ha,ha,ha! 

(The scene switches to Ryu running) 

Ryu: I'll get you,Ashtar!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 6                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Show yourself,Ashtar!  

Ashtar: At last,the foolish  
        little Ninja is ready to   



        fight.  
        Take the girl.  

Irene: Ryu!  

Ryu: Irene!  

Ashtar: And take that!  

(Ahstar stabs Irene with his sword)  

Irene: Ah... Ryu....  

Ryu: Irene...!!  

Irene: Ryu...  

Ryu: Irene... Don't die.  

Ashtar: Ha,ha,ha,ha.  
        See how the Sword of  
        Chaos trembles with  
        delight!  

(Robert enters with a gun pointed a Ashtar)  

Robert: Oh no.They got Irene....  

(Ashtar fires energy from his sword and hits Robert with it)  

Robert: Aaargh....  

Ashtar: Back off,  
        you bothersome swine.  
        I'll deal with you  
        later.   

Ryu: Robert,take care of  
     Irene.  
     Ashtar!  

Ashtar: So,your inner power is  
        beginning to show itself  
        eh?  
        But you know you can  
        never touch me with  
        a sword so filled with  
        hatred.Fool!  

Ryu: Enough of your games,  
     Ashtar.  
     This is between you and  
     me.  

Ashtar: You dare to do battle  
        with Ashtar?  
        Foolish Ninja.  
        I'll show you just how  
        powerless you really   
        are.  



******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 7                * 
******************************************** 
Ashtar: ... Aaargh...  
        The Force of Darkness  
        shall soon awaken. No one  
        will be able to stop it.  
        Join forces,Shadows of  
        Chaos.Swallowing this world  
        into Eternal Darkness...  

Ryu: .... 
     Irene,are you all right?  

Irene: Ryu,there's an alter...  
       up ahead... somehwere....  
       You must... destroy it.  

Ryu: I can't leave you  
     here....  

Irene: I'll be all right.  
       You are the only one who  
       can do it... the only  
       one who can stop them.  
       Go.... Hurry.  

Ryu: Alright... I'll go,Irene.  
     But I'll come back for  
     you as soon as I can.  
     Hold on.  
     Robert,take Irene and  
     get out of here now.  

Robert: Be careful.  

Ryu: You too,friend.  
     Take care of her.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 8                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: .... 
     There.  

(Ryu finds a temple, then the scene switches to Irene and Robert.  

Irene: Huff,huff.  

Robert: You all right? 
        You wanna rest a while?  

Irene: No.... I'm okay....  
       What the...?  
       Ah! Oh,no.  
       You... You're...  

Robert: Who the heck...!  



??????: Hm,hm,hm,hm.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 9                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: I've fought this  
     creature before.  
     How could this be...?  

Robert: ... Ooooh....  
        ... Ryu....  

Ryu: Robert?!  
     What happened? Are you  
     all right?  

Robert: Ryu...  
        They got Irene.  

Ryu: ....!?  

Robert: Ryu. If the Gate of  
        Darkness is opened,  
        the Tribe from the dark  
        world will cause chaos.  
        That'll be the end of  
        all mankind.  
        Hm?... Listen!  

Ryu: They're coming again.  
     And there are quite   
     a few of them.  

Robert: I'll stay here and hold  
        them off.  
        Ryu,you get going.  

Ryu: You're wounded.I can't  
     leave you alone....  

Robert: Don't worry about me.  
        Go!  
        You're the only one   
        who can stop their evil  
        plan now.  
        Now move!  

Ryu: ... I'll go.  
     Robert....  

Robert: Don't forget to save the  
        girl while you're at it.  
        Go.... Get going!  

Ryu: Good luck.  

Robert: OK,you freaks.Come and  
        get it!  
        You're gonna dream your  
        worst nightmare.  



        No one ever gets past  
        old "Jungle Rat" Rob!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 10               * 
******************************************** 
Robert: So.... this is the end of  
        the road,eh? It's dark  
        ... everything's getting  
        cloudy.  
        Ryu.Get'em... for me.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 11               * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: What's this place?  
     ... Irene!  

Irene: Ryu... Watch out!  
       It's him....  

Ryu: Who? 

???: It's been a long time,  
     Ryu Hayabusa.  

Ryu: Who's there?!!!  

???: Hm,hm,hm,hm....  

Ryu: ...?!  
     You ---  
     JAQUIO!!  
     You are alive?!  

Jaquio: One can never destroy  
        the Power of Evil.  
        The spirit released  
        after our battle flowed  
        into my body.  
        I am reborn.  
        And I've got the dark  
        Power of Evil.  

Ryu: .... 

Jaquio: The spirit you defeated  
        before was nothing more  
        than a pawn.  
        Your battle served only  
        to awaken the ancient,  
        true Spirits of Evil.  
        The Sword of Chaos  
        simply sucks up your  
        life force.And when  
        the Sword awakens,  
        the Gate of Darkness  
        shall be thrown open...  
        and the demons shall  
        come back to life.  



Ryu: What are you going to do  
     with Irene?  

Jaquio: Her life force shall be  
        used to call up  
        the demons.  
        You shall awaken them,  
        she shall call them back   
        to earth.  
        You should be proud.  
        You two shall make the  
        beginning of a new Age.  
        The Age of  
        Eternal Darkness!  
        Hm,hm,hm,hm.  
        Ha,ha,ha,ha.  

Ryu: Are you finished?  
     I've had enough of your  
     speeches.  
     And I've had enough of  
     YOU! 

Jaquio: Then fight,Ninja Dragon  
        ---the last of your clan.  
        Now,we shall decide  
        whether Light or...  
        Darkness is to be  
        the true master!!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 12               * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: .... 
     Irene....  

Irene: ....  
       Ryu....  

Ryu: Are you all right,Irene?  

Irene: ... We've got to...  
       destroy this altar....  

(Jaquio's blood flows toward and touches the Sword of Chaos) 

Irene: Ryu!  
       The Sword! The Sword has  
       been awakened by  
       the blood of Jaquio.  
       ....  
       Ryu!!  

Ryu: .... 
     Irene.  

Irene: Ryu....  

Ryu: Ireeeeene!!  



Jaquio: ... Hm....  

(Jaquio stands up) 

Ryu: YOU?!  

Jaquio: Mmmm.... Urrrrgh....  

Ryu: What the....  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 13               * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Huff... huff.  
     Is this finally the end  
     of it all?  
     How do I fight such  
     an enemy?  
     Father.   
     Sword of the Dragon clan.   
     Give me strength.  
     Demon! You're mine.  
     Taste the true power of  
     the Dragon Sword!  

******************************************** 
*                 Ending                   * 
******************************************** 
(The Sword of Chaos shatters) 

Ryu: Irene....  
     Ireeeeene!!  
     Uhhhhh.  
     Uuuuuuooohhh!  

(The temple starts to fall apart and then sinks, after Ryu has escaped)  

Ryu: Irene... I'm so sorry.  
     My clan... defeating  
     the demons... none of  
     that matters... now that  
     you're gone....  

(The Dragon Sword starts shining)  

Ryu: Wh....?  
     The Sword!  

(The Dragon Sword turns into a ball of light) 

Ryu: The dragon Sword....  
     .... 

(The light enters Irene)  

Ryu: ...? 
     What the....  

Irene: Mmm... oh....  



Ryu ....?!!!!  
     Irene!  

Irene: Ryu....?  
       Oh,Ryu!  

Ryu: It's a miracle!  
     ... Irene.  

Irene: Ryu.What... what  
       happened to me? I feel  
       like I've been dreaming  
       ... for a long time.  

Ryu: It's all right... It's   
     over.It's all over,Irene.  
     The Darkness is gone.  

Irene: Oh,Ryu.Then... It's true.  
       The part about...  
       you and I,... isn't it?  

Ryu: Yes,Irene.  
     Look. Can you believe how  
     beautiful our world is,  
     Irene? And it'll stay   
     like this... forever.  

****************************************************************************** 
5. Ninja Gaiden 3 Script ***************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                Prologue                  * 
******************************************** 
(Irene is being chased by Ryu? and stops at the edge of a cliff) 

Ryu?: What's wrong Irene?  
      Don't you understand  
      that this is the end for  
      you?  

Irene: Ryu!  
       What are you doing?  

Ryu?: Ha-ha-ha  
      No one who has seen  
      what's going on there can  
      live to tell about it!  

(The cliff edge cracks off and Irene falls in the water below)  

Irene Lew 
 CIA Analyst-Deceased .  
 killed on mission  
 "Cardinal".  

Ryu Hayabusa  
 Descendant of the Dragon  
 Clan, eliminated Irene  



 Lew at N3-SH.  

Ryu: I killed Irene?  
     No!  
     Someone or something  
     using my name killed  
     Irene.  
     Picking my way through  
     the dragnet, I tried to  
     find the lab that Irene  
     was investigating.  
     I won't rest until I  
     find who killed Irene  
     and framed me!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 1                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: This isn't an ordinary   
     lab. 

(A man approaches from behind Ryu) 

Man dressed in black: Oh! It's Ryu.  

Ryu: Who's there?!  

Man dressed in black: Don't be frightened.  
                      I want you to do  
                      something for me.  
                      Go to the Castle Rock  
                      fortress.  
                      To get there you'll have  
                      to get past all the traps  
                      your enemy has set for  
                      you.  
                      Ryu, you're the only one  
                      who can make it.  

Ryu: Who is the enemy?  
     What is the Castle Rock  
     fortress?  

Man dressed in black: I don't have time to give  
                      you the details now.  
                      Once you get there you'll  
                      learn all about Irene.  
                      Get going Ryu,  
                      and hurry!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 2                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: What is this place?  

???: Ha-ha-ha  
     It's been a long time  
     Ryu Hayabusa.  

Ryu: You're Foster!!  



Foster: Were the defenses around  
        Castle Rock tough enough  
        for you?  
        No one has ever made it  
        out of here alive.  
        And no one ever will.  

Ryu: ...!!  
     Was Irene here?  
     you! 
     You're the one who...  

Foster: Hmmm... I don't know what  
        you're talking about.  
        I heard that you killed  
        Irene.  
        We're bound to run into  
        each other again before  
        long.  
        I hope you're still  
        alive when we do.  
        So long Ryu.  

Ryu: Just wait Foster, I won't   
     rest until I find out the  
     truth.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 3                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Who are you?!  

Evil Ryu: So, You're my original!!  

Ryu: What?!  

Evil Ryu: Come on!  
          Fight me!  

Ryu: So you're the one who  
     killed Irene and made me  
     a murderer!  

Evil Ryu: Sooo... What are you going  
          to do about it?!  

Ryu: I'll get you!!  

(The two clash swords)  

Evil Ryu: You're nothing but talk,  
          aren't you.  

Ryu: You...  

Evil Ryu: Ha ha, I don't just look   
          like you.  
          I've also acquired all  
          of your strengths.  



          Unfortunately, I can't   
          get rid of you just yet,  
          Foster's order.  
          I'll answer your  
          question.  
          I'm the one who  
          eliminated Irene.  

Ryu: You! 

Evil Ryu: Ha-ha-ha...  
          I'll use the information  
          from this fight the next  
          time we meet.  
          When and if you get to  
          Castle Rock fortress I'll  
          be ready for you!  
          Later!  

Ryu: What in the world was that?!  
     And what's waiting for  
     me at Castle Rock  
     fortress????  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 4                * 
******************************************** 
Man dressed in black: Ryu, I knew you'd come.  

Ryu: I remember you.  

Clancy: I'm Clancy.  
        I've been working on the  
        'Biohazard plan with  
        Foster.  
        I can't work with him  
        anymore.  
        He has secretly created  
        a monster called a  
        BIO-NOID!  

Ryu: What's a BIO-NOID?  

Clancy: There's an open seam  
        between dimensions that  
        was created when the  
        Demon died.  
        An unlimited supply of  
        LIFE ENERGY is flowing  
        from the seam inside the  
        ruins of the fortress.  
        Foster has rebuilt the    
        Fortress and was doing  
        transformation experiments  
        with life energy.  
        Bio-noids are super  
        humans that have been  
        transformed with life  
        energy.  



Ryu: Was it a bio-noid that  
     killed Irene?  

Clancy: Yes!  
        And Foster's in control    
        of the bio-noids.  
        I don't have the power to  
        stop him.  
        Ryu, you're my last hope.  
        Stop Foster!  

(The scene switches to Ryu outside Castle Rock fortress) 

Ryu: So this is Foster's  
     Castle Rock fortress.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 5                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Come on out Foster!  
     You're finished!  

Foster: Well look who's here...  
        It's Ryu.  
        Unfortunately, I'm going  
        to have to get rid of 
        you.  
        Imagine the bio-noid I  
        could make by blasting  
        your tough Dragon Clan  
        body with life energy.  
        Instead I'll extract the  
        secret of Dragon Clan from  
        your corpse, then I'll  
        make a superior bio-noid.  
        Let's get started!  

(Evil Ryu drops in behind Foster, then a masked person enters with a gun)  

Masked Person: That's far enough  
               Foster.  

Ryu: Who are you...?  

(The masked person takes off her mask...)  

Ryu: Irene?!  

Foster: You're alive!  

Irene: Did you think that I  
       would die that easily?  
       I had been working with   
       the army when I discovered  
       all about his plan.  
       It's no use trying to  
       escape.  

Evil Ryu: You fools, you came all  
          this way to get killed!  



(Evil Ryu grows in size and turns purple)  

Evil Ryu: I'll give you and the  
          real Ryu a bloodbath  
          together.  

(Irene shoots at Evil Ryu but the bullets do not injure him) 

Irene: Aa-h! Impossible!!  

Ryu: Stand back Irene, leave  
     this to me.  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 6                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: That's far enough  
     Foster.  

Foster: ..........  

(The room begins to shake) 

Ryu: !?  
     What's that?!  

Clancy: Ha-ha-ha.  

Ryu: Clancy?!  

Clancy: Good work Ryu, and you  
        too, Irene.  

Ryu: What?  
     
Foster: Clancy, what are you  
        doing?  

Clancy: Call it what you like.  
        I'm not turning these 
        ruins over to anyone.  

Ryu: You used us, to get these  
     ruins back!  

Clancy: Ha-ha-ha.  
        Right!  
        I really should thank you.  
        The subspace connection  
        to the life energy is  
        starting to open and I  
        have to go now.  
        The life energy and the  
        secrets of the ruins will  
        be mine!  
        So long!  

(Clancy starts to Vanish) 



Foster: Clancy, wait!  

(Foster runs into Clacny as he vanishes) 

Foster: Un... aa-a-a-a-a-h!!  

Ryu: !!  
     Irene..., get out of here  
     now! 
     I'll go after Clancy.  
     I can't let him get  
     control of that energy.  

Irene: Ryu, I'm going with you.  

Ryu: No, Foster was torn to  
     pieces by the power in  
     the subspace.  
     You need a special kind  
     of power to make it in  
     there.  
     You have to get out of  
     here quickly.  
     Now go!  

Irene: Ryu...  

Ryu: I'll come back alive.  
     I promise.  

(Ryu enters the subspace) 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 7                * 
******************************************** 
Foster: Well, the real Ryu.  
        You finally made it.  

Ryu: You're supposed to be  
     dead.  

Foster: Ha... I used all of my  
        strength, but once here   
        I was brought back to   
        life by the energy.  
        Look at this fantastic  
        body.  
        I've transmuted into a  
        super being.  
        I'll prove it by killing  
        you.  

Ryu: Go ahead and try.  
     I won't be beaten by the  
     like of you!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 8                * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: !?  



Clancy: So, Ryu Hayabusa, you  
        made it here after all.  

Ryu: Clancy!  

Clancy: I have to compliment you  
        for making it through the  
        subspace.  
        You're just a little too  
        late.  
        I've already made the   
        energy mine.  
        I'll show the world the  
        power of these ruins.  
        Do you have any idea what  
        these ruins really are?  
        We're still inside the   
        ruins!!  
        We're inside a dimensional  
        warship!!  

Ryu: What!?  

Clancy: These super-dimensional  
        ruins are the foundation  
        upon which a new world  
        will be created.  
        It's the new source of  
        ALL LIFE!  
        The time has come.  
        See for yourself!  

(the scene switches to Irene)  

Irene: What on earth is that?  

(The warship flies up from out of the ground and then fires)  

Ryu: !!  

Clancy: Now do you understand the  
        power of this dimensional  
        warship?!  
        The new age is about to  
        begin.  
        And you get to stay  
        behind.  

Ryu: What?!  

(A hole in the floor opens up and Ryu falls outside the ship)  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 9                * 
******************************************** 
???: Ryu Hayabusa, you did  
     well to get this far.  

Ryu: Where is Clancy?  



     C-c-c-c-c-...  
     You're Clancy!  

Clancy: Correct.  
        Look at this body full of  
        super life power!  
        Listen carefully, Ryu.  
        I want to protect the  
        earth from humans.  
        Humans are weak and   
        disgusting little  
        creatures who love to  
        fight.  
        You know they should be  
        wiped out, don't you?  
        Ryu, join me!  
        I'll even let you bring a  
        perfect human to ride the  
        ship with us.  
        Once the earth is  
        cleansed of humans we can  
        start a new world!  

Ryu: No reason can ever excuse  
     the destruction and  
     slaughter of mankind.  
     The only thing that's  
     going to get destroyed is  
     you and this dimensional  
     warship!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 10               * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: !!  

Clancy: Ah-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a!!  

Ryu: So that's your real form.  
     I might have known!  
     Prepare to die, Clancy!  

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 11               * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: Finally!  
     Hey--  
     What's this?  

Clancy: RYU-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-u!!  

******************************************** 
*                 Ending                   * 
******************************************** 
Ryu: !?  

(Ryu is transported out of the warship)  

Irene: !! 



(The warship explodes and Castle Rock fortress crumbles)  

Irene: This is the end of Clancy  
       and Foster and their  
       Sinister plan.  
       I'll never understand  
       why people make and  
       pursue evil plans until  
       they wind up dead.  

Ryu: Humans are always striving  
     to achieve.  
     All of creatures living  
     on earth, in all worlds,  
     can never be just a  
     part of someone's plans.  
     Fortunately, mankind is  
     never foolish enough to  
     wipe itself out to 
     achieve some ambition.  
     Being with you again like  
     this, makes me want to  
     thank all the living  
     beings in this world.  
     That's my one desire.  
     A new day is about to  
     begin.  
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